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Abstract

Temporal reward discounting describes the decrease of value of a reward as a function of delay. Decision-making
between future aversive outcomes is much less studied, and there is no clear decision pattern across studies; while
some authors suggest that human and nonhuman animals prefer sooner over later painful shocks, others found the
exact opposite. In a series of three experiments, Long–Evans rats chose between differently timed electric shocks
and rewards in a T-maze. In experiment 1, rats chose between early and late painful shocks with identical, long re-
ward delays; in experiment 2, they chose between early reward and early shocks, or late rewards and late shocks;
in experiment 3, they chose between early and late rewards, with identical, short delays to the shock. We tested the
predictions of two competing hypotheses: the aversive discounting theory assumes that future shocks are dis-
counted, and, hence, less unpleasant than early shocks. The utility from anticipation theory implies that rats derive
negative utility from waiting for the shock; late shocks should, hence, be more unpleasant than early shocks. We did
not find unanimous evidence for either theory. Instead, our results are more consistent with the post hoc idea that
shocks may have negative spill-over effects on reward values, the closer in time a shock is to a subsequent reward,
the stronger the reward is devalued. Interestingly and consistent with our theory, we find that, depending on the tem-
poral shock-reward contiguity, rats can be brought to prefer later over sooner rewards of identical magnitudes.
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Significance Statement

It is well understood how animals discount future rewards, but much less is known about how they choose
between future aversive outcomes. We designed a novel task to examine decision-making between differ-
ently timed electric shocks and rewards. Although rats revealed clear preferences for sooner over later
shocks, we found no evidence that they derived negative utility from waiting for the shocks (dread), nor that
they discounted the disutility of future shocks. Instead, their choices were consistent with the novel hypoth-
esis that shocks have negative, time-dependent spill-over effects on the utility of subsequent rewards.
Consistent with this, we find that, depending on the temporal shock-reward contiguity, rats can be brought
to prefer later over sooner rewards, thus promoting self-control.

Introduction
Individuals devalue rewards as a function of time until

they can be realized, a phenomenon called temporal dis-
counting (Kalenscher and Pennartz, 2008; Woolverton et
al., 2012). Not only humans, but also nonhuman, animals,
including rats, mice, and pigeons, discount future rewards

(Kalenscher et al., 2005; Vanderveldt et al., 2016).
However, although temporal reward discounting is reason-
ably well understood, most real-life decisions often also yield
negative consequences in the future, e.g., negative health ef-
fects of smoking, or diet-related health problems, a phenom-
enon less well studied. Several competing theories have
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been developed to account for decisions between delayed
aversive events.
The aversive discounting model assumes a decrease of

aversiveness as a function of delay. That is, a future event
with negative utility would be less unpleasant than the
same event now. This theory was empirically supported
by several studies in rats who preferred later over earlier
electric shocks (Deluty, 1978; Liley et al., 2019). Another
study provided further support that the aversiveness of
unpleasant events decreases with increasing delay
(Woolverton et al., 2012). Interestingly, the decline of
the negative value of the aversive event was best de-
scripted by a hyperbolic function similar to temporal
reward discounting.
However, contrary to the predictions of the aversive

discounting model, many individuals tend to acceler-
ate, rather than defer, aversive future events. For in-
stance, many people tend to choose earlier over later
painful dentist appointments, although the aversive
discounting model would predict that the later ap-
pointment should be less frightening. The utility from
anticipation model (Loewenstein, 1987) can account
for this behavior. It states that the final utility of a de-
layed aversive event is the result of two interacting
mental processes: the discounting of the aversiveness
of a future aversive event, as hypothesized by the aver-
sive discounting model, plus the disutility derived from
anticipating the aversive event (dread). In other words,
the final utility of a future outcome is a combination of
the utility derived from anticipating the outcome and the
discounted utility of future consumption. If the negative
utility from anticipation outweighs the discounted nega-
tive utility from the event itself, people aspire to reduce
the aversive anticipation period and thus accelerate the
event (“get it over with”). Applied to the example above,
the utility from anticipation model predicts that the
dread of waiting for the painful dental procedure would
motivate the acceleration of the appointment. Both the
utility from anticipation model as well as the aversive
discounting model make similar predictions regarding
the discounting of future rewards.
In support of this model, human participants have been

shown to not only accelerate electric shocks, they were
even willing to endure a stronger shock to avoid waiting
for it (Berns et al., 2006). In another study, human partici-
pants preferred a smaller, sooner over a larger, later mon-
etary loss (Thaler and Shefrin, 1981; Holt et al., 2008). In
general, humans discount delayed gains more steeply
than delayed losses indicating different processes for the
discounting of positive and negative outcomes (Estle et

al., 2006; Mies et al., 2016). This effect is called the sign
effect and participants exhibiting the sign effect show
different neural activity compared with participants not
experiencing the sign effect (Tanaka et al., 2014). Sign ef-
fects are observed for monetary losses, but also primary
punishers like the threat of a shock (Robinson et al.,
2015). Nonhuman animals also show behavior consistent
with the utility from anticipation model. In one study, rats
preferred an immediate electric shock over a delayed
shock (Knapp et al., 1959). Additionally, Rodríguez et al.
(2018) presented rats the choice between a large reward
paired with a shock, and a small reward without shock.
Without any delay between the large reward and the
shock, the small reward was preferred. By increasing the
delay between the large reward and the shock, rats chose
the larger reward with shock. However, note that an alter-
native interpretation of the rats’ preference for early over
late shocks is that the uncertainty of the timing of the
shock increases with increasing delay. Animals may pre-
fer sooner over later shocks to make more appropriate
preparatory responses (Knapp et al., 1959; Seligman et
al., 1971).
In summary, there is contradicting evidence in the

human and nonhuman literature about decision-making
about future aversive events: some evidence suggests
that future aversive events are less unpleasant than im-
mediate events, much like future rewards are less appeti-
tive than immediate rewards. However, other studies
imply that humans and nonhuman animals prefer earlier
over later aversive events. In the human literature, this
ambiguity has been resolved by assuming that primary
punishment, such as a painful event, is more dreadful,
and, hence, generates more disutility from anticipation,
than secondary punishment, such as delayed financial
payments (Loewenstein, 1987; Benzion et al., 1989).
However, this idea cannot explain the contradicting
evidence in the animal literature where primary rein-
forcement and punishment are used predominantly.
Hence, it is unclear whether animals prefer an early
aversive over a later event, as predicted by the utility
from anticipation model, or vice versa, in line with the
predictions of the aversive discounting model.
In the current study, we tested whether rats choose early

or late electric shocks. Across repeated trials, they could
enter one of two arms in a T-maze. Both arms yielded re-
wards and shocks, both delivered with variable delays. We
tested the predictions of both theories in a series of three
experiments by altering entry-to-shock delays and shock-
to-reward delays. We additionally employed exploratory
analyses.

Materials and Methods
Housing and animals
The rats for all experiments were obtained from Charles

River Laboratories (Calco) and kept in an inverted 12/12 h
light/dark cycle (light off at 7 A.M.). The temperature with-
in the colony room was maintained at 206 2°C and the
humidity at 50%. Upon arrival the animals were between
eight and nine weeks old, and the food access was set ad
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libitum until 3 days before the experiment. Subsequently,
the food was restricted to maintain animals at .90% of
their free-feeding body weight. Standard rodent laboratory
food (Sniff) was used. Throughout the experiments, water
access was ad libitum. We used 25 (experiment 1), 20 (ex-
periment 2), and 21 (experiment 3) male Long–Evans rats.
Rats were always housed in groups of three per cage (59�
38 � 20cm). The rats were weighed every day to monitor
their health. All experiments were conducted according to
the European Union Directive 2017/63/EU and approved
by the German authorities (Landesamt für Natur, Umwelt
und Verbraucherschutz, NRW).

Experimental setup
A customized T-maze was used in all experiments (Fig.

1). The T-maze consisted of a start arm (80� 30� 45 cm),
including a start box (40� 30� 45 cm). The start arm was
connected to two identical decisions arms (50� 30�
45 cm) leading left and right, respectively. The floor of the
maze consisted of grid floors (9-mm gaps) to apply elec-
tric shocks. Each decision arm and the start box were
separated by automatic sliding doors that could be low-
ered. Additionally, pellet dispensers were placed at the
end of each decision arm and the start box. The pellet dis-
pensers delivered the food rewards (20mg, dustless pre-
cision pellets, Bio-Serv) into Petri dishes and reward
lights were placed above the Petri dishes. The apparatus
was controlled by Ethovision 11.5 (Noldus Information
Technology).

Shaping and pretraining
The general procedure of shaping and pretraining of all

studies was identical. Training and testing were done in
the active phase of the animals and only on weekdays.
The subjects were habituated to the maze for 1 day (see
the Appendix for the details on the habituation and shap-
ing procedures). Subsequently, rats were trained for four

sessions in shaping 1. Next was five sessions of shaping
2, followed by 3 d of shaping 3. Independent of the per-
formance of the animals all training phases were con-
ducted. After the last step a performance criterion was
applied to determine which animals were promoted to the
main experiment consisting of 10 sessions. Food rewards
always consisted of three sucrose pellets (20mg, dustless
precision pellets, Bio-Serv). The reward lights signaled
the availability of food rewards.

Hypotheses
We tested rats’ preferences between timed rewards

and shocks in three experiments. In experiment 1, the
underlying logic was that rats choose between alterna-
tives that yield identical rewards, delivered after identical
delays, but differ with respect to the timing of the shock.
Rats entered each decision arm in the T-maze and re-
ceived a reward 21 s after arm-entry (Fig. 2). Entering one
decision arm yielded a shock after 1 s (early shock 1 late
reward; EL), entering the other arm yielded a shock after
20 s (late shock1 late reward; LL). The aversive discount-
ing theory predicts that rats would choose the arm yield-
ing a late shock because the negative value of late shocks
should be discounted; late shocks should, thus, be less
aversive than early shocks at the time point of decision.
By contrast, the utility from anticipation theory would pre-
dict choices of the early shock because of increasing
dread with longer delays.
Note that this experimental design confounds entry-to-

shock delay (the delay between entering the arm and re-
ceiving the shock) with shock-to-reward delay (late
shocks are closer in time to reward than early shocks). A
choice of late rewards could be indicative of utility from
anticipation, as outlined above, but, given this confound,
it is equally plausible that rats might use the shock as a
cue to predict the following reward; hence, if this was
true, the delay between cue and reward would be shorter
in LL trials, temporal reward discounting would therefore
predict choices of the late shock. Therefore, in experiment
2, we kept the shock-to-reward delay constant across
choices. Choices of one arm yielded an early shock 1 s
after entering, followed by an early reward 1 s after the
shock (EE), choices of the other arm yielded a late shock,
followed by a late reward (LL; same timings as above).
The utility from anticipation theory would predict choices
of the early shock/early reward arm to minimize delay-to-
shock (dread) and delay-to-reward (sooner rewards are
better than later rewards). The predictions of the aversive
discounting model are somewhat unclear since the dis-
counted disutility of the late shock (late shocks are better
than early shocks) would compete with the discounted
utility of the late reward (late rewards are worse than early
rewards). Either way, any choice could not be accounted
for by shock-to-reward signaling. To tease out the role of
the discounted reward in experiment 2, we manipulated
the entry-to-reward delay in experiment 3. Rats chose be-
tween identically timed, early shocks (1-s latency), and an
early (EE, 2-s latency) or a late reward (EL; 21-s latency).
Thus, standard temporal reward discounting would pre-
dict choices of the earlier over the later reward. Figure 3

Figure 1. Overview of the customized T-maze. The start arm
starts on the right side with the start box, which can be closed
by an automatic door. Two identical decision arms were con-
nected to the start arm. Additionally, the decision arms could
be closed by automatic down sliding doors. Pellet dispensers
were placed at the end of the start arm and each decision arm.
Finally, the pellets were delivered into Petri dishes, and above
the Petri dishes, reward lights were placed.
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summarizes the shock and reward contingencies and
theory predictions. The following paragraph provides fur-
ther details of the experimental designs.

Experimental sessions
We used a between-subject design, each experiment

was performed by a separate batch of rats. In each ex-
periment, rats performed 10 sessions (one session per
day), consisting of 21 trials. Each session began with six
forced trials in which only one arm was opened to ensure
the rats were sampling both decision arms with their re-
spective, entry-to-reward as well as shock-to-reward de-
lays. Upon completion of the forced trials, the animals
performed 16 free trials in which they could choose be-
tween both arms. Importantly, the arm-outcome (shock/
reward) contingencies were counterbalanced and pseu-
do-randomized within and across animals and across
sessions; they, hence, had to be re-learned in each ses-
sion. If the arm-outcome contingency was unchanged for

more than two consecutive sessions, it was reversed in
the subsequent session. Before and after each animal
training, the maze was cleaned with a 70% ethyl alcohol
solution to remove odor cues.

Typical trial structure
The animals always started in the start box indicating

the start of one trial. Before all doors were opened (free tri-
als), the reward light of the start box was illuminated and
a food reward was delivered. Once an animal entered a
decision arm all doors were closed and depending on
the condition a specific shock-reward timing was used.
Afterwards, the corresponding door of the decision arm
and the door of the start box were opened. Upon entering
the start arm, the door of the decision arm was closed. In
case an animal did not stay in the decision arm, to avoid
the shock, the trial was labeled as an omission trial. In
omission trials no rewards were delivered and the reward
light in the start box blinked three times. Finally, after

Figure 2. Overview of the shock and reward timings for each experiment. After an animal entered a decision arm (0 s), the doors
were closed. Afterwards, the rewards and shocks were delivered. In general, an early reward had a delay of 2 s and a late reward of
21 s. The early shock was administered after 1 s (relative to entering) and the late shock after 20 s.

Figure 3. Overview of the shock and reward contingencies in the two arms of the T-maze for each experiment and the predictions for each
theory. For the shocks and rewards, each column represents one arm of the T-maze (early reward + late reward [EE]; late shock + late reward
[LL]; early shock + early reward [EE]). In the first experiment, the entry-to-reward contingencies are identical in both arms, but the entry-to-
shock delays differ between both arms. The second experiment tested constant shock-to-reward delays with different entry-to-shock delays.
The third experiment used constant entry-to-shock delays, but the shock-to-reward contingencies differ between arms. In the predictions,
“;” represents no predictions. Note that the assignment of shock/reward contingencies to the left or right arm of the T-maze will be pseudo-
randomized across sessions for all experiments. The left side is always the condition for which the percentage of decisions was calculated.
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entering the start box, the last door was closed and a new
trial started. The animal was removed after completing all
trials or after a duration of 40min.

Analysis
In all three experiments, animals performed nearly

all trials (experiment 1: 99.20%; experiment 2: 99.97%;
experiment 3: 99.85%). Additionally, trials in which
animals avoided the shock were labeled as omission
trials. However, because of the low occurrence rate
(experiment 1: 0.80%; experiment 2: 0.02%; experi-
ment 3: 0.13%), we excluded them from analysis. To
test whether rats prefer one arm or the other in each ex-
periment, we calculated one-sample t tests (Extended Data
1; two-tailed; Table 1), one for each experiment, against the
50% chance level with the dependent variable percentage of
choices of each arm. To test for learning effects, for each ex-
periment, we ran a repeated-measures ANOVA (Table 1) of
the effect of trial block (block 1: trials 1–8 vs block 2: trials 9–
16) and session number on the percentage of choice. A sec-
ond repeated-measures ANOVA (within-subject-factors: first
vs second block of sessions, i.e., block 1: sessions 1–5 vs
block 2: sessions 6–10; session order within each block) was
calculated to check whether the behavior changed over time.
For the null hypothesis significance testing IBM SPSS
Statistics 27 (IBM) and MATLAB 2019a (The MathWorks)
were used. The level of significance for all statistical tests was
a = 0.05.
In addition, we conducted Bayesian inference statistics

and calculated the Bayesian posterior distribution for
each experiment (Extended Data 1). A Bayesian frame-
work of inference allowed us to calculate the highest
density interval (HDI). Thus, assumptions can be made
that a specific value is within the 95% most probable
data (Wagenmakers et al., 2018).
For the Bayesian parameter estimation RStudio (RStudio

Team, 2018) was used. Additionally, the following R pack-
ages were used: rstan (Stan Development Team, 2020) and
patchwork (Pedersen, 2020).
We calculated the following model (Fig. 4) for each ex-

periment with the general form of Decisionijs;Bernoulliðu sÞ
with Decisionijs 2 N½0j1�andu s 2 R½0;1�. Decisionijs is the ith
Decision for sth subject and u s is the parameter estimate
for the sth subject. We assume for u s;betaðmu k � 2ð Þ11;

1�muð Þ k � 2ð Þ11Þ where mu eR½0;1� and k 2 R�2. The
mean parameter estimate for the group level is mu and
k is a parameter indicating whether u s is similar to mu .
Additionally, k was modulated by k;gammað0:01;0:01Þ.
Hence, k is estimated conservatively, i.e., the estimation of
u s does not dependent on mu . Finally, an uninformed prior
was used with mu;betað1;1Þ. In a nutshell, u s represents
the mean parameter estimate for each animal and mu repre-
sents the mean parameter estimate on a group level.

Simulated predictions
We used our Bayesian hierarchy model to quantitatively

simulate the theory predictions (Extended Data 1; Fig. 5).
Random binomial datasets were created with a probabil-
ity of choosing the predicted preferred alternative of 0.6,
and a probability of choosing the predicted nonpreferred
alternative of 0.4. We opted for choice strengths of 0.6 or
0.4 respectively, because we considered these the weakest,
yet still significant preferences above, or below, chance of
one alternative over the other. As outlined in Figure 3, in ex-
periment 1, the aversive discounting model predicts a pref-
erence for LL over EL, and the utility from anticipation model
assumes a preference for EL over LL. In experiment 2, only
the utility from anticipation model predicts a preference for
the EE over LL. In experiment 3, both models predict a pref-
erence for EE over EL.

Figure 4. Depicted is the used Bayesian hierarchy model. As
the likelihood function for the decisions, a Bernoulli distribution
was used. Each estimation of u followed a b function with
mu k � 2ð Þ11; 1�muð Þ k � 2ð Þ11. For mu , an uninformed b prior
was used, and k used a gammað0:01;0:01Þ function (for prior
predictions, see Extended Data Figs. 4-1, 4-2, 4-3).

Table 1: Statistical table

Data structure Type of test Power
Experiment 1
Normal distribution

One-sample two-tailed
t tests

95% confidence
interval

Experiment 1
Bernoulli

Bayesian parameter
estimate

95% highest den-
sity Interval

Experiment 2
Normal distribution

One-sample two-tailed
t tests

95% confidence
interval

Experiment 2
Bernoulli

Bayesian parameter
estimate

95% highest den-
sity Interval

Experiment 3
Normal distribution

One-sample two-tailed
t tests

95% confidence
interval

Experiment 3
Bernoulli

Bayesian parameter
estimate

95% highest den-
sity Interval

Listed are all performed tests in the same order as the text.
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Results
One-sample t tests confirmed that, in the first experiment,

rats preferred the EL ðmean6SEM ¼ 54:8961:07Þ condi-
tion above chance level (two-tailed t test: t(24) = 4.59, p ,
0.001; Fig. 6A), indicating that rats preferred earlier over
later shocks. Additionally, the mu was 0.55 with an 95%
lower bound of 0.52 and an upper bound of 0.57 (Fig. 6B).
Our diagnostics did not indicate any problems with the
convergence of the Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
calculations (effective chain length = 118,613, RHAT=
1, nChain = 12, Chain length = 15,000, warmup= 5000).
This, tentatively, means we can trust the estimations of
our simulation. The second experiment showed that rats did
not significantly prefer the EE condition ðmean6SEM ¼
51:9461:49Þ above chance level (two-tailed t test: t(19) = 1.30,
p = 0.210), indicating that there was no clear evidence for a

Figure 6. A, Mean percentage of decisions for each experi-
ment. In each experiment, animals performed 10 sessions and
up to 21 trials per session (6 forced trials and 16 free trials). The
timings of the reward and shocks are displayed on the x-axis as
well as the experiment. Specifically, for experiment 1, the per-
centage of decisions are calculated for early shock 1 late re-
ward (EL) versus late shock 1 late reward (LL). For experiments
2 and 3, the percentage is calculated for early shock 1 early
reward (EE) versus late shock 1 late reward (LL) and early
shock 1 early reward (EE) versus early shock 1 early shock 1
late reward (EL), respectively. The vertical lines represent the
SEM, and each dot represents a single animal. For all experi-
ments, we calculated one-sample t tests (two-tailed). In the first
experiment, animals showed a significant preference above
chance level. The second experiment failed to yield any sig-
nificant results; and in the third experiment, animals revealed
a significant preference below chance level. The black hori-
zontal line represents chance level. B, Mean parameter esti-
mation for the Bayesian hierarchy model. On the top left
corner are the specific experiments. On the y-axis is the pos-
terior distribution of mu . Additionally, the conditions are dis-
played again. The vertical gray lines show the upper and
lower bound for the 95% highest density interval. From top to
bottom is experiment 1 (upper bound=0.57, lower bound=0.52),
experiment 2 (upper bound=0,55, lower bound=0.49), and ex-
periment 3 (upper bound=0.48, lower bound=0.42). See the ex-
tended data for the posterior u distribution for all experiments
(Extended Data Fig. 6-1); ***p, 0.00.

Figure 5. Mean parameter estimation with simulated data for all
predictions according to the Bayesian hierarchy model. The
predictions of both models are color coded, and on the top left
corner are the specific experiments (EL: early shock + late rerwad;
LL: late shock + late reward; EE: early shock + early reward). The y-
axis shows the posterior distribution of mu . The vertical gray lines
represent the upper and lower bound for the 95% highest density
interval. Experiment 1 is in the top row, and the utility from an-
ticipation model is on the left side (upper bound=0.42, lower
bound=0.38). On the other side is the prediction for the aversive
discounting model (upper bound=0.62, lower bound=0.589). In
the second row is experiment 2, and the prediction for the utility
from anticipation model is displayed (upper bound=0.42, lower
bound=0.38). Finally, in the bottom row, experiment 3 can be
seen, and both models have the same predictions (upper
bound = 0.42, lower bound = 0.38).
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preference for earlier shocks/earlier reward, or later shocks/
later rewards. Bayesian analyses confirmed that rats were in-
deed indifferent between both alternatives. More specifically,
mu was 0.52 with an 95% lower bound of 0.49 and an upper
bound of 0.55. Hence, the point of indifference is included in
the HDI. Again, the convergence of the chains (nChain=12,
Chain length=15,000, warmup=5000) was successful with
an effective chain length of 145,906 and a RHAT=1. Finally, in
experiment 3, the EE condition ðmean6SEM ¼ 45:1261:13Þ
was chosen significantly below chance level (two-tailed t test:
t(20) = 4.32, p, 0.001), suggesting the counterintuitive implica-
tion of a preference for the late reward over the early reward.
Supporting, this implication, is the fact that mu was 0.45 with
a 95% lower bound of 0.42 and an upper bound of 0.48.
The effective chain length was 122,730 (nChain=12, Chain
length=15,000, warmup=5000) with a RHAT of 1.
Thus, in summary, we found that rats chose earlier over

later shocks if both rewards were equally timed. However,
if entry to either arm led to an immediate shock, rats

predominantly chose the arm with the late reward. This
surprising finding implies that rats can be brought to
choose later over sooner rewards by associating both
choice alternatives with immediate shocks, thus reversing
any time discounting of future reward value.
Finally, we computed additional statistics to further in-

vestigate the learning behavior (Fig. 7). We calculated the
percentages of choice for the first block of trials (trials
1–8) and the second block of trials (trials 9–16). In ex-
periment 1, the ANOVA revealed no significant block of
trials � session interaction on choice (F(9,207) = 0.740,
p = 0.672, h2 = 0.031). The main effect of block of trials
(F(1,23) = 1.462, p = 0.239, h2 = 0.060) and of session
(F(9,207) = 0.950, p = 0.483, h2 = 0.040) on choice were
not significant as well. In experiment 2, there was a no
significant interaction effect of block of trials � session
(F(9,171) = 1.049, p = 0.403, h2 = 0.052). Additionally, no
session effect was found (F(9,171) = 1.530, p = 0.141,
h2 = 0.075). However, there was a significant effect of block

Figure 7. Mean percentage choice (experiment 1: early shock, late reward vs late shock, late reward, EL vs LL; experiment 2: early
shock, early reward vs late shock, late reward, EE vs LL; experiment 3: early shock, early reward vs early shock, late reward, EE vs
EL) for the first and second blocks of trials (trials 1–8 vs trial 9–16; left panels) and for the first and second block of sessions (ses-
sions 1–5 vs sessions 6–10; right panels) in all experiments. Repeated-measured ANOVAs revealed significant main effects of block
of trials for experiments 2 and 3. Additionally, there was a significant main effect of block of sessions on percentage choice in ex-
periment 3, but not in experiment 1 or 2. Additionally, there were significant main effects of session order within a block on choice
in experiments 1 and 2 but not in 3; *p, 0.05.
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of trials (F(1,19) = 18.832, p, 0.001, h2 = 0.498). Finally, in
experiment 3, there was no significant block of trials � ses-
sion interaction (F(9,180) = 1.805, p=0.070, h2 = 0.083). As
seen before, there was no significant effect for the sessions
(F(4.765,95.308) = 1.482, p=0.205, h2 = 0.069).
To check whether the behavior changed over time, we

calculated the percentages of choice for the first block
of sessions (sessions 1–5) and the second block of
sessions (sessions 6–10). In experiment 1, there was
no significant interaction of the block of sessions �
session order (F(4,96) = 0.176, p = 0.950, h2 = 0.007).
The block of sessions showed no significant effect
(F(1,24) = 0.017, p=0.989, h2 = 0.001). However, the main ef-
fect of session order within a block was significant (F(4,96) =
2.541, p=0.045, h2 = 0.096). In experiment 2, the interac-
tion of the block of sessions� session order was not signifi-
cant (F(4,76) = 0.106, p= 0.980, h2 = 0.006) and there was no
significant effect of the block of sessions (F(1,19) = 0.227,
p= 0.639, h2 = 0.012). Furthermore, the main effect of
session order within a block was significant (F(4,76) =
3.883, p= 0.006, h2 = 0.170). The last ANOVA for experi-
ment 3 revealed no significant interaction of the block of
sessions � session order (F(4,80) = 0.509, p=0.730, h2 =
0.025). However, this time the block of sessions was signif-
icant (F(1,20) = 7.415, p=0.013, h2 = 0.270). Finally, the ses-
sion order within a block had no significant influence (F(4,80)
= 1.353, p=0.258, h2 = 0.063). Additionally, we compared
the rats’ choice pattern in “switch” sessions, i.e., those
sessions where the reward and shock contingencies
changed from the previous session, with choices in “stay”
sessions, i.e., sessions where the contingencies stayed the
same between sessions. However, the results yielded no
consistent and conclusive results across experiments.
Notably, there was a higher number of switch than stay
sessions across all experiments, given our randomization
algorithm reported above. Hence, the inconclusiveness of
this analysis might possibly because of insufficient statisti-
cal power.

Discussion
It is well established that appetitive events are dis-

counted over time. Thus, a reward loses value as a func-
tion of delay. However, the literature is inconsistent about
the discounting of aversive events. On the one hand, the
utility of anticipation model predicts an acceleration of
aversive events. The model assumes that future aversive
events evoke dread. On the other hand, several studies
showed a discounting of aversive events similar to tempo-
ral discounting of appetitive events. Thus, aversive events
should be less displeasing in the future; delayed aversive
events should, hence, be preferred over earlier ones. For
our three experiments, both hypotheses yield specific
predictions. In the first experiment, the LL condition
would be preferred according to aversive discounting
and the EL condition would be preferred according to
the utility from anticipation model. Our data, indeed,
showed that rats significantly preferred the EL option.
Rats attach positive or negative anticipatory value to

cues associated with appetitive or aversive outcomes
in many contexts and situations, for instance, during

place conditioning (Huston et al., 2013) or secondary
reinforcement (Berridge and Robinson, 1998). In other
words, associating value with stimuli predicting re-
wards or punishment implies that rats attribute utility
to cues associated with outcomes; they thus derive
utility from anticipating the outcome. It is therefore not
entirely unreasonable to assume that rats derived neg-
ative utility from waiting for the shock associated with
the shock-arm, and hence, interpret these data as evi-
dence for the utility from anticipation model. However,
other theories could explain this choice pattern, too:
animals can make more accurate predictions of the
temporal occurrence of earlier compared with later
events, including shocks (Church, 2003). Hence, it has
been pointed out that the preference for earlier shocks
might also stem from the rats’ ability to make more ac-
curate, and, hence, better preparatory responses for
sooner than later shocks (Seligman et al., 1971).
In experiment 2, rats showed no consistent preference

for EE or LL alternatives. Therefore, experiment 2 also did
not provide conclusive evidence for or against either
theory.
Both theories make similar predictions about the dis-

counting of future rewards. Hence, in experiment 3,
both theories, along with standard models of temporal
reward discounting (Kalenscher and Pennartz, 2008)
would predict choices of EE over EL options. However,
contrary to these predictions, our rats preferred later
over earlier rewards. This surprising finding implies
that rats can be brought to choose later over sooner
rewards if both choice alternatives are associated with
immediate shocks, thus reversing any time discount-
ing of future reward value.
How can we explain the somewhat surprising prefer-

ence for later over sooner rewards in experiment 3? One
possibility is that the temporal proximity between shock
and reward matters for the evaluation of the reward: the
closer in time the reward is after the shock, the less valua-
ble it becomes. Hence, according to this idea, the shocks’
negative spill-over effects on reward values would com-
pete with the discounting of future rewards, potentially re-
sulting in a higher valuation of later over sooner rewards.
This hypothesis provides an alternative account of our

rats’ choices in experiments 1 and 2, too. In experiment 1,
rewards are farther away in time from the shocks in the EL
than the LL condition. Our hypothesis would, hence, pre-
dict EL preferences, consistent with our observations. In
experiment 2, there is no difference in the reward-to-
shock delay between the EE and the LL options. Our hy-
pothesis would therefore predict indifference between
both alternatives, again consistent with our observations.
Interestingly, this post hoc hypothesis might explain

some contradictory results in the literature. Knapp et
al. (1959) showed that rats preferred earlier over later
shocks, but Deluty (1978) found the exact opposite
choice pattern. The main difference in design between
those studies was the timing of reward relative to the
shock; in Knapp et al. (1959), rewards were delivered
at the end of a trial, after the shocks with variable de-
lays, similar to our experiment 1. Deluty (1978),
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however, provided the rewards at the beginning of a
trial. Thus, negative spill-over effects of shocks on the
values of temporally close rewards, as hypothesized
here, would result in a devaluation of the later rewards
in the Knapp et al. (1959) design, but would lower the
values of the sooner rewards in the Deluty (1978) de-
sign, hence explaining the differential choice patterns in
both studies.
Another study (Rodríguez et al., 2018) combined a

small reward with no shock and a large reward with a
shock. At first, the animals preferred the small reward
avoiding a shock altogether. With an increased delay be-
tween the large reward and the shock, a preference rever-
sal occurred shifting the preference to the large reward
with a shock. According to the authors, this effect can be
explained with aversive discounting. However, following
our hypothesis, it is also possible that the disutility of the
shock lowered the value of the reward, but by increasing
the delay between shock and large reward, the negative
transfer effect of the shock on reward value was gradually
reduced. Additionally, it was shown that the reinforcer ef-
fectiveness of aversive histamine injections decreased as
a function of the delay between histamine and cocaine
administrations (Woolverton et al., 2012). Interestingly,
the decreased effectiveness of the aversive event was
well described by a hyperboloid discounting function.
Therefore, the authors argued that the results are in line
with aversive discounting. However, those results are also
in line with our hypothesis.
Interestingly, the data also indicate learning behavior

within sessions, i.e., within each session the animals in-
crease their preference for the chosen option. However,
this pattern is not seen in experiment 1 which might be due
the pseudo-randomization. Hence, the learning behavior
could reflect the relearning of the side contingencies. In-
terestingly, we found a significant effect of session order
within a block for experiment 1 and experiment 2. It is pos-
sible, that this again reflects learning behavior based on ex-
perience. However, this result has to be interpreted with
caution because there was no general learning effect over
all sessions. In experiment 3, the results indicate stronger
preferences for the second half of the experiment. Hence,
over time the animals strengthened their preference, i.e., in
the first five sessions the preferences are lower compared
with the last five sessions. In general, it seems like there is
a complex pattern of learning within sessions and possibly
over sessions as well. However, because of the pseudo-
randomization and the complex pattern of significant re-
sults, those results have to interpreted with caution.
Animal experiments, such as ours, use delays in the

range of several seconds. However, aversive outcomes in
human intertemporal decisions are often in the range of
months or years, such as negative health consequences
of smoking or unhealthy life styles. It is unknown whether
our results translate to longer timescales, but a recent
study has shown that intertemporal decisions are compa-
rable across different time scales (Lukinova et al., 2019). It
would be intriguing to test in follow-up studies if human
participants can be brought to choose delayed over early
rewards when associated with differently timed punish-
ments, albeit with much longer delays.

Finally, some authors found diverging results from ours;
in analogy to our experiment 2, Renner and Specht (1967)
offered rats the decision between an early shock followed
by an early reward and a late shock with a late reward,
among others. However, unlike in our experiment 2, their
rats preferred the early shock and early reward condition.
There are several procedural differences between the de-
sign by Renner and Specht (1967) and ours that may ex-
plain the differences in choice patterns. Most notably, the
delay preceding the late shock, late reward in their study
was much longer than our delay in experiment 2. It is pos-
sible that, with such long delays, standard reward and
shock discounting mechanisms might have dominated
the decision process, resulting in a devaluation of the fu-
ture rewards and shocks, thus generating clear preferen-
ces. This interpretation is in line with our hypothesis since
the shock-to-reward latency was kept constant across
choice alternatives, and, therefore, should not matter for
the choice process. In other words, it is possible that we
would have found a similar choice pattern had we used
longer delays, too.
In general, it is worth noting that the reasons for the dis-

crepancy between our results and those in the literature
may also be attributable to the fact that animals (Renner
and Specht, 1967), much like humans (Thaler and Shefrin,
1981), discount future rewards more steeply than future
aversive outcomes. Thus, depending on the magnitude
and delay of the aversive and appetitive events, a rat may
be biased toward deferring or accelerating the outcomes.
Future studies should directly decide between the predic-
tions of those theories.
In conclusion, we did not find unanimous support for ei-

ther theory outlined in the introduction. By contrast, it seems
as if decision-making between timed rewards and punish-
ments involves at least three different mechanisms. The first
two mechanisms are temporal reward and aversive dis-
counting. As a third mechanism, we propose that shocks
have a negative spill-over effect on the valuation of rewards
that are close in time, with decreasing spill-over effects with
increasing shock-to-reward latencies. Our theory makes the
interesting and counter-intuitive prediction, supported by
data from experiment 3, that rats can be brought to prefer
later over sooner rewards of identical magnitudes if the later
rewards are temporally decoupled from shocks. One intrigu-
ing question is if this finding could be used to nudge human
participants to make more far-sighted intertemporal deci-
sions, an implication that would have to be tested in future
studies.

Appendix

1. Habituation
Each animal was placed into the start box, while all
doors were closed and rats received their first reward.
Subsequently, all doors were opened and the animal was
able to freely explore the maze. Food rewards, indicated by
the reward light, were delivered after each zone transition,
i.e., changing from either decision arm or the start box.
After 10 min, all doors closed and the animal was removed
from the maze. All animals were automatically promoted to
the shaping sessions.
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Shaping
Shaping steps ensured that the rats could learn the function-
al principles and procedures of the task. The reward was
evenly distributed between both decision arms. There was
no performance criterion for any of those steps but the last.

Step 1
The first shaping step consisted of four sessions of 16 free
trials or the maximum trial duration of 30 min. In free trials,
both sliding doors were opened so that rat could choose to
enter either decision arm. At the beginning of the session,
the animal was placed in the start box followed by food re-
wards. Afterwards, all doors opened and as soon as the an-
imal entered a decision arm, all doors were closed. Fifteen
seconds after entering a decision arm, food rewards were
delivered. Another 10 s elapsed before the door of the cho-
sen decision arm and the door of the start box opened. As
soon as the animal entered the start arm, the door of the
decision arm was closed. After entering the start box, food
rewards were delivered, indicating the end of the trial.

Step 2
The second shaping step consisted of five sessions of six
forced trials and 16 free trials. The timings and structure were
identical to step 1. Each session began with six forced choice
trials (3 on each side in a pseudorandom order), in which the
rat was directed in one of the two decision arms by just open-
ing one of the two sliding doors. In the following 16 free
choice trials, both sliding doorswere opened. A session either
ended after completing all trials or after 40min.

Step 3
Finally, the last training step was conducted, consisting of
three sessions of six forced and 16 free trials. The general
procedure was identical to step 2. However, 13 s after enter-
ing a decision arm, a mild electric shock (800 ms, 0.3 mA)
was delivered. The shock intensity was chosen such that ani-
mals would avoid it, but it would not induce moderate or
strong freezing, or any other signs of fear conditioning. The
delay between shock onset and reward delivery was 1 s. The
animal was removed after completion of all trials or after 40
min. Criterion for promotion to the main experiment was that
each animal had passed at least 10 free trials on average over
all sessions.
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